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Conflicting models of the attitude change process were tested in two experiments. The 
simple linear balance model predicts that the amount of attitude change induced by a 
message is profx.Jrtional to the discrepancy between the respondent's original position 
and the pontion advocated. The psychological-discrepancy-discounting model 
assumes that as messages become more psychologically discrepant from one's position, 
they lose their effectiveness in a nonlinear manner. This model assumes that the 
psychological discrepancy of a message is influenced by the other messages 
accompanying it (e.g., the presence of a more extreme message can mae a given 
message seem less psychologically discrepant than it would otherwise be). This model 
also suggests that placing an extreme message before a moderate one will produce less 
psychological discrepancy and more attitude change than would the reverse order. In 
two studies (N - 193 and N - 114j, subjects read one or two messages, each 
advocating either a 15 percent or a 50 percent increase in tuition (or in control 
conditions, read no message at all), and then indicated the tuition increase they 
favored. SUbjects were also asked hoUl psychologically discrepant they found each 
message. The results supported the predIctions regarding the effect of other messages 
on the psychological discrepancy mduced by a message. Where the message was 
accompanied by supportive arguments, the attitude change results supported the 
psychological-discrepancy-discounting model much better than the linear balance 
model. 

I F you want to change someone's atti
tude or belief, should you take a posi

tion which is extremely different from 
those you wish to influence, or a position 
which is only moderately different? 
Empirical research indicates that ex
treme discrepancies are less effective in 
producing attitude change than are mod
erate ones.2 The theoretical rationales 
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for this may be divided into information 
integration, social judgment, cognitive 
dissonance, and cognitive response ap
proaches. 

The information integration approach 
assumes that messages that are more 
discrepant may have less weight in a 
weighted average formula than messages 
which are less discrepant. This may be 
because less attention is paid to such 
messages, or because they are inconsis-

67 (1963), 31-36;8. Boehner and C.A.lnsko, ''Commu
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Change," Journal 0/ Personality and Sociall'rychology, 
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and Communication-Attitude Discrepancy," Journal 0/ 
SociDl Psychology, 65 (1965), 141-47; j.L. Freedman, 
"Involvement, Discrepancy and 0piDi0n Chan&e." 
Journal 0/ Abnarmal lIPId SociDl Psychology, 69 (1964). 
290-95; M.B. Brewer and W.D. Crana, "Attitude 
Change as a Function of Diacrepanc:y and Source of 
Influence," Journal 0/ SocitIJ Psychology. 76 (1968). 
13-18; and C. Nemeth andJ. Markowski, "Conformity 
and Discrepancy of Position," Sociometry, 35 (1972), 
562-75. 
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tent with previous information, III" 

because of other contextual influences.:1 

A second approach to the discounting 
of extremely discrepant messages is 
found in the social judgment approach. 
Using a loosely drawn analogy from 
psychophysics, Sherif and Hovland posit 
that messages stating extremely discrep
ant positions are perceived to be even 
more discrepant and are rejected. Mes
sages stating positions moderately dis
crepant are perceived to be less discrep
ant than they are, and these messages are 
accepted. 4 However, Anderson states 
that "evidence for these two concepts 
[assimilation and contrast] is scant."~ 

Cognitive dynamics, or the active cog
nitive processing of information, can also 
explain why discrepant messages may be 
less effective. Aronson, Turner, and 
Carlsmith state that increasing message 
discrepancies may produce cognitive dis
sonance. They claim that in the usual 
laboratory experiment, there are two 
possible ways to reduce this dissonance: 
to agree with the communicator's view or 
to disparage the c:ommunicator. They 

~pan: N.H. Andenon, "Cognitive Algebra: 
Intqration Theory Applied to Social Attribution," in 
Adr.wnceos in EICp.rimm"" Social 1TycholDgy. ed. L. 
Berkowitz (New York: Academic PreIs, 1974), VII, pp. 
1-101; N.H. Andenon, "Inlqp'ation Theory Applied to 
Cognitive Ilaponsa and Attitudes," in Cognitiue 
Reo,fltmSt'S in P""SUIlsion. ed. R.E. Petty, T.M. Ostrom, 
and T.C. Brock (Hillsdale, Nl: Lawren~ Erlbaum, 
1981), pp. 361-97; and S. Himmelrarb, " 'Resistance' to 
Penuasion Induced by Inrormation Integration," in 
Rt'lldings in Altitude Changt'o ed. S. Himmelrarb and 
A.H. Eaily (New York: Wiley, 1974), pp. 413-17. 
~. Sherir and C.I. Hovland, Social judgmmt: 

AssimiltUion and ContnlSt EJfocts in Communicalion 
and Altitude Chanp (New Haven: Yale Univenity 
PraI, 1961). 

sAndenon, 1974, p. 6. AIIO, see A.L. Atkins, K.K. 
Deaux and J. Bieri, "Latitude of Aa:eptanc:r: and 
Attitude Chanae: Empirical Evidenc:e ror a Reformula
tion," journal 0/ PtmonaliIJ and Socitd 1Tychnlon. 6 
(1967),47-54; P.D. Petenon and D. Koulack, "Atti
tude Ch;mge as a Function of Latitudes of Acxeptance 
and Rejection." joumtJl oj P..,.sonality and Social Pry
cholon. 11 (1969). 309-11; and A.H. Bagly and K. 
Telaak, "Widlh or Latitude or Ac:ceptan~ as a Deter
minant of Attitude Chaage," journal oj PI!Tsona/ity and 
Socisl Psychology, 23 (1972), 388-97. 

f ul"ther argue that a( small discrepanl'ies 
the former will take place while at large 
discrepancies the latter will (I(:cur. Thus, 
Aronson, el al. expect attitude change to 

be curviIinearly related to discrepancy. 
(This prediction requires many assump
tions to be derived from dissonance theo
rv; Bochner and Insko describe it as a 
"common-sense hunch ... 6) Empirical 
support for this prediction is mixed. ' 
Laroche derived a mathematical model 
consistent with both social judgment and 
dissonance premises, It assumes that the 
larger the discrepancy , tht~ more the 
credibility of the source and non-involve
ment of the subje(,t are discounted.8 

Laroche's model was tested and sup
ported in a secondary analvsis of over 
fifty data sets. 

According to the cognitive response 
approach, extremely discrepant mes
sages produce more counterarguments 
(or fewer favorable arguments), and are 
therefore less effective.9 In fact, Brock 
demonstrates this relationship between 
discrepancy and counterarguing. 1o 

Moreover, Brock's study and several 
others also provide evidence thaI more 
munter-arguments lead to less attitude 
change. I I 

"Bochner and Insko,p. 615. 
.~ AronlOn et al.; Bochner and Insko; and A. 

Bergin, "The ElFect or DiSlOnant Persuasive Communi
cations Upon Changes in a Selr-Referring Altitude," 
Jflumal oj Personality Ilnd Socitd PsychoIon, 30 (1962), 
423-38. 

1M. Laroche, "A Model or Attitude Change in 
Groups Followilll a Penuasive Cummunicalion: An 
Attempt at Fonnalizilll Ilaearch Findings," Beohfll,~ 
iQral sneonceo. 22 (19n), 246-57. 

"R.E. Petty, T.M. Ostrom, and T.C. Brock, "HiltOr
ic:al Foundaticml or the Cognitive IlesponIe Approach to 
Altitudes and Penuasion," in Cognitiue Reosponn' in 
PmlMUion, ed. R.E. Petty, T.M. o.trom, and T.C. 
Brock (HilWaIe, Nl: LaWrenc:l! Erlbaum Auociates, 
1981), pp. 5-29. 

'''T.C. Brock, "CommuDication Discrepancy and 
Intenl to Penuade as Determinants of Counterargu
ment Production," juumtJl oj &tpn1meon"" Social Pry
chnlofIY.3 (1967), 296-309. 

IlSee N. Miller and D.E. Cotman, "Methodotogical 
Issues in Analyzilllthe Cognitive Mediation or Persua
sion." in CognitiVe' ReosponH' in PerSlM.lrion, ed. It..E. 
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The above discussion justifies the 
assumption that we may expect e?,
tremely discrepant messages to be dIS
counted. But what should happen if a 
subject receives two messages, one advo
cating a moderately discrepant position 
and one advocating an extremely dis
crepant one? A simple additive model 
would suggest that such a combination, 
while more effective than two extreme 
(and thus, ineffective) messages, should 
be less effective than two moderate ones. 
However, a position which, by itse~f, is 
perceived as extreme may seem relatIvely 
moderate when a still more extreme 
position is advocated. As a consequence 
of this perspective effect, it is possible 
that a combination of a relatively moder
ate message and a more extreme one will 
produce more attitude change than will 
two relatively moderate messages. 

The preceding discussion suggests that 
we should distinguish between the dis
crepancy of position between two views 
and the psychological discrepancy be
tween them.12 Positional discrepancies 
are expressed in units which have a 
widely shared meaning in a given culture 
(e.g., dollars, hours, or miles in Ameri
can culture). The positional discrepancy 
is simply the numerical difference 
between the two positions, expressed in 
those units. For example, if a person 
believes the cost of a gallon of gasoline 
should be 11.00 and receives a message 
advocating a price of 11.50, the posi
tional discrepancy is Sot. By contrast, 
the psychological discrepancy is the level 
of discrepancy between two positions as 
experienced by an individual. For exam
ple, a person could regard a SOt per 
gallon positional discrepancy as slightly, 
moderately, or extremely discrepant 
from his/her own view. Having distin
guished between these two kinds of dis-

Petty, T.M. Ostrom, and T.C. Brock (Hillldale, NJ: 
Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1981), pp. 105-25. 

IZOthen, e.I., Laroche, p. 255, and Bochner and 
Insko, p. 621, allO make thilsugestion. 

crepancies, let us formalize the ideas 
presented above. 

Proposition 1. The same message (i.e., same posi
tional discrepancy) may induce a very large psy
chological discrepancy in one context ~nd a much 
!IIIUlller one in another context (e.g., If acmmpa
nied by a still larger ~tional di~cy). . 
Proposition 2. Controllmg for the poBItional diS
crepancy, the greater the psychological discrep
ancy induced by a position, the less attitude 
change it will produce. (The relationship between 
psychological discrepancy and attitude change is 
not assumed to be linear.) 

Proposition 1 has received support 
from studies showing that the rating or 
label one assigns to a position depends, in 
part, on the ra~ of positions to which 
one is exposed.1 A person is, for exam
ple, more likely to define him/herself as 
"very pro-Black" when the most favor
able statement he/she has been exposed 
to favors non-discrimination than when 
it favors black supremacy. 

Proposition 2, by contrast, appears to 
have eluded successful testing. Weiss and 
Choo tried and failed to manipulate 
"perceived" (i.e., psychological) discrep
ancy while holding positional discrep
ancy constant.14 While Choo found per
ceived discrepancy to be positively corre
lated with attitude change (contrary to 
the prediction of Proposition 2), this 
relationship is confounded with the 
effects of positional discrepancy. Ostrom, 
et al. claim to have manipulated "per-

"See T.M. Ostrom and H.S. Upshaw, "Psycholop
cal Penpeclive and Attitude ChBIIF," in Psychologiad 
Foundtuions 0/ AUjludes, ed. A.G. Greenwald, T.C. 
Brock, and T.M. Ostrom (New York: Academic Press, 
1968), pp. 217-42; cr. C. Judd and B.M. DePaulo, 
"The Effect of Penpeclive Differences on the Measure
ment or Involvins Attitudes," SocitJl PrychoIogy QutJr
Imy, 42 (1979), 185-89, and J.Il. Eiler and. J.v.D. 
Plight, "Accentuation IIDd Penpective in Attitudinal 
Juclpnent," Joumal 0/ PerstnUlljty and Sot:it.JJ Psycholo
n,42 (1982), 224-38. 

ICW. Weill, "The Ilelationmip Between JucIplenll 
of a Communicator'. Position abd Extent or Opinion 
Chanp:," Joumal 0/ Abnonnal and Social PsyChology. 
56 (1958), 380-84; and T.H. Choo, ''Communicator 
Credibility and Communication DillCl"epancy as Deter
minants of Opinion Change," Journal 0/ Social Psychol
on, 64 (1964), 65-76. 
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(.'Cived" discrepancy while holding "actu
al" discrepancy l'onslant.l~ While they 
concluded that there is no causal rela
tionship bet~een "perceived" discrep
ancy and attitude change, we attribute 
their mnfiicting results to manipulations 
whose validity we question. 1fI 

In the study to be reponed below, we 
test a model relating attitude change to 
both positional and psychological dis
crepancy. This study, unlike any others 
of which we are aware, does all of the 
f~llowing: (I) uses the perspective effect 
d~scussed above to vary the psychological 
dlscn:pancy of the position in a message. 
(~) directly measures the psychological 
discrepancy of that position, and (3) fits 
a mathematical function for the dis
counting of such messages. Such a func
t~on, if correct, should explain nOI only 
smgle message results but multiple mes
sage results as well. Hence, (4) we evalu
ate this model for both single and double 
messages. Finally, to evaluate the ade
qua<-)' of the function properly, (5) we 
statistically (.'Ompare its adequacy with 
t~at of a more parsimonious relative, the 
linear balance model, which does not 
take psychological discrepancy into ac~
(.'Ount. We know of no study that tests 
this comparison. The study we shall 
report tests a mathematical model which 
incorporates Propositions I and 2 above 
into a framework which can also a(:munt 
for the non-monotonic effect of discrep
ancy on attitude change which many 
studies have found 

'7.M. Ostrom, C. Steele, and J. Smilanaky, "Per
ceived DilCl"l:pancy and Altitude Change: An Unsub
stantiated Relationship," Repnsentali!Je Research in 
&lCial Ps-ychology, 5 (1974), 7-15. 

"Following H. Peak, "Psychological Strul1ure and 
PsycholOSical Activity," PlYchp/ogical RelJiew, 65 
(1958), 325-47, they assume that the: greater number of 
distinct steps or categories which a subject _ between 
two points, the greater the psycho1ogic:a1 distance 
between thoR points. Whilc: the authors _re able to 
manipulate the: number of steps perceived by the sub
~s, neither they nor Peak cic:monstrate that subjects do, 
10 fact, sec: many small steps altravening more psycho
logical distann' than a frw la~ steps. 

!'V{ATHEMATJc.:AI. .\100.:1> 

There are a number of mathematical 
models of attitude change as a function of 
message discrepancy. Hunter and Cohen 
developed mathematical models for both 
the sodal judgment (Sherif 1'1 al.) and 
disso~ance (Aronson el al.) approaches 
10 dlsl'repancy. creating equations in 
which attitude change is a non-mono
ton it- function of discrepaD(~\· .17 Fishbein 
and Ajzen present iI model based on the 
pmbability of .](.upting tht, message. 1R 

~his model specifies attitude change as a 
dIfferent non-monotonic function of dis
crepanc:y than that discussed b)' Hunter 
and Cohen. Laroche presents still 
another non-monotonk function. I'> As is 
the ("a~e with Fishbein and .. \jzen's for
mulation. however, Laroche's ~ense 1)1' 

process is to() impredse to derive the 
specific function which he proposes. 

We shall present a model which i!o 
similar to the preceding ones in allowing 
for a ~()n-monotonic effect of disfrepancy 
on attltude change. It differs in consider
ing the number of messages one has 
re(:eived. the effects of perspective 011 

psychological discrepancy. lnd the ef
fects of both positional and psychological 
discrepancy on attitude (:hange.2t1 

'J Hunter and S. Cohen, "MatheOlatical Models of 
AlIitOOc: Change: in Ihe Passive Comrnunication Con
text," Unpublished 015. Dc:partmc:m of Psychology. 
Michigan State Universily, 1972; C.W. Sherif, M. 
Sherif. and G. Nebergall. AttilucJto and Attitude Changl' 
(Philadc:lphia: Saundml. 1965); and Munson et al. 

'"M. Fishbein and I. Ajzc:n. Belief, .4ltitu,u. Inten
tion. lind BehalJit,,·: .·In Inlmdu,'liml w Theory, a'l<l 
Il".<tar.:h (Reading. MA: Addison-Wrslev. t Cf75), Ch. 
II 

:·l.aroche, pp. 247tl". 
.!dIn all of the models that rollow. I he following 

assumplions will br made: 
:\.0. The subjc:cts are capable III" attending tu and 

l".lltnprehe:nding the rnc:ssagc:s. 
,\.1. The subjects' altitudes and [he relevant mes

sages may br placed on a unidimensional mn
tinuum. 

1\.2. ";al".h equation is static. and tllUI assumes that 
an equilibrium has been ach.c:vc:d prior 10 or 
9imuhanc:ously with the mc:alurc:mc:nt process. 

A.3. Unless otherwise: stated, par_ten in the alli
IIIdr I"hange models to be presented below arr 
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Model 1. Linear Balance Model 

This model is presented by Saltiel and 
Woelfel and is an information integra
tion model.21 We assume that the effect 
of a message is the weighted average of 
the position advocated in the message 
and all previous messages. Thus, if Po is 
the subject's initial attitudinal position, 
then when a subject's view is in equilib
rium, his/her own view is at a point, Po, 
such that Po satisfies the equation 
l:i'-I (WiSi - Po) - 0, where Si is the 
position of the stimulus message i, Wi is 
its weight, and n is the total number of 
messages which have been received. In 
other words, at equilibrium, the net 
torque is 0 and Po is at the center of mass 
of all previous messages. 

Let us now see the effect of a new 
message. Suppose the total weight of all 
previous messages equals wo0 (We 
assume all Wi are non-negative.) We can 
treat this weight as if it were all at the 
l'enter of mass, Po. Then if SI is the 
position of the new stimulus message WI, 
PI (the subject's new position) is simply 
the weighted average of SI and Po, 

P 
woPo + WISI 

1-
wo+ WI 

(1) 

If the subject receives two stimulus 
messages. SI and S2, of weights WI and 

identical ror a1lsubjectl given the II8IIle racilitat
ing or inhibiting ractors repraeDted by the 
equivalent experimental amditions. 

z'Thil IIIOdI:I is allD called a proponional change 
model or distance-proportional model. Sec J. Salliel and 
J. Woelrel, "Inenia in Cognitive Proa:aa: The lloIc or 
Accumulated Inronnalion in Attitude Change," Humtl.n 
Communication R"utJTCh, 1 (1975),333-44; Anclcnon, 
"Cognitive AlFbra"; Andcnon, Integration Theory"; 
Himmclrarb; J. WoelFel and E.L. Fink, 1'11" MtftJSUre
mmt 0/ CommunictJtion ProctJss"s (New York: Aca
demic Pn:., 1980), pp. 150-53; J.E. Dana, "Commu
nication Modell of the MCIIIIF""BclicF Change Pro
a:II," in CommuniCdtion YtlGIrIJook 2, ed. B.D. Ruben 
(New Brunswick, NJ: Transaction Boob, 1978), pp. 
109-24; and J.E. Danes, J.E. Hunter, and J. WoelFel, 
"M .. Communication and BelieF Change," Humtl.n 
CommuniCtltion R"sMArch, 4 (1978), 243-52. 

wz, then 

P (wo + WI)PI + W2SZ 
e 2 - ~-=--...;.:.-=--=-= 

(wo + WI) + Wz 

woPo + WI SI + W2 SZ 

Wo + WI + Wz 

(2) 

The linear balance model implies the 
following hypotheses: 

H.1A: A message advocating change will always 
have an effect in Ihe direction advocated, 
and therefore should be more effective 
than no message. 

H.l B: If the position advocated in the second 
message (82) is in the same direction from 
Po that PI is, but is funher from Po than 
Ph then the second message will produce 
additional attitude change in the same 
direction as the first message. 

H.2 The greater the positional discrepancy 
(18 - Po I> of a message, the more change it 
will produce. 

H.3: U there are two messages which are of 
different discrepancies from Po, there will 
be more attitude change if and only if the 
more discrepant message has the greater 
weight than if the weights are reversed. 
(In this model the order of messages in and 
of itself has no effect on the message's 
weight; however, other factors such as 
message length and number of arguments 
within a message could affect the weight 
the message receives.) 

Model 2. A Balance Model with 
Psychological Discounting 

While the simple balance model 
assumes that the weight of a message is 
independent of its discrepancy, we now 
allow for the possibility that messages 
may be psychologically discounted, 
thereby becoming less effective. We 
assume that such discounting is a func
tion of the psychological discrepancy, "', 
of a particular message from the subject's 
own view. Suppose that a message given 
to a subject who agrees with it (i.e., 
positional discrepancy - 0) has weight 
WI. The effective weight of a message 
after discounting is w l l1(",), where 11(",) 
is a function of", whose value is less than 
1 whenever '" > O. Using the effective 



weight in the simple balance model 
(equation 1), 

wop., + w\.!1(1/I)S, 
p. = . (3) 

WQ + w 1.!1(1/I) 

If there are two messages, of weights 
WI and W2, and of different positions, the 
equation for attitude change is the same 
as equation (2) except for the inclusion 
of the discounting factor: 

woPo + w\.!1(1/I,}S\ + W2.!1(1/I2}S2 
P2 = . 

Wo + WI.!1(1/II) + W2.!1(1/I2) 
(4) 

We assume that .!1(1/1) is a function 
which equals one when 1/1 is zero and is 
monotonically decreasing. If liDlr-.. 
.!1(1/1) - 0 (which implies that while an 
extreme message can be totally ineffec
tive, it will never have a negative effect), 
an obvious function is 

.!1(1/1) = e-"~. 

Like the linear balance model, this 
model assumes that holding all else con
stant, larger values of the positional dis
crepancy, D, lead to greater attitude 
change. But, holding D constant, greater 
values of 1/1 lead to lower values of .!1(1/1), 
and hence to less attitude change. 
Because increases in D also lead to 
increases in 1/1, the model allows for 
attitude chan~ to be a non-monotonic 
function of D. 

In addition to its dependence on D, we 
also expect 1/1 to depend on other vari
ables. In particular, a message without 

Dlfwe_me~-ao- -als - p.I", Ihen il can be 
analytically demoIIIIrated that, if. 'Y is ... ~ve, p. is ~t 
an increuing, IIDd du:D a cIccreuiDg, fullCUOll of 8. TIlls 
is dcme by repIaciJII b.(~) in ~uation. (~) with ~hc 
equivalent func:don of 8" and dlft"cmlbatmg p. with 
respect to 8.. This derivative il initially ... ti~c (w:ith 
S. - 0), and ba:omcs ncptive as 8, approadlcs m6mty. 
Thill analyais is available from the authon. 

The relation between ~ and I 8 - Po I indicated above 
is Clllftlistent with our expectations from psychophysical 
raearchi see J.C. Baird and E. Noma, Fundtmzenltlls 0/ 
Scali"lllUld Psycbophysics (New York: Wiley, 1978), p. 
1. 

supporting arguments or Wi1h wt'ak one!ol 
may produce a higher value of '" than 
lint' with strong supporting arguments. 
Second, '" may depend on soun:,. credi· 
bili1.Y. (This variable has. however. been 
kept constant within our cxperiments.) 
Finally, the context (i.e., other messages) 
surrounding a particular message may 
affect its 1/1 value. This leads In our 
elaboration of this model. 

Model 2 Elaboratiun. The Ejfects oJ' 
Pe1".\·pectwt' and Repetition 011 

P~·vch(Jlogical Discrepancif!S 

Suppose a subject receives a message, 
and changes his/her position in response 
to it. IF the subject then receives another 
message stating the same position, the 
second message will have a smaller posi
tional discrepancy than did the first, and 
hen('e a smaller psychological discrep
ancy. But is it possible that a message 
whose position is so discrepant as to 
produce no attitude change could still 
make a less extreme message seem less 
psychologically discrepant than it would 
otherwise appear·) Perspective theory 
suggests that this is indeed possible. 
Ostrom and Upshaw propose that 

(c .- L) 
R = f i:-=-L . 

where R is the psychological rating one 
assigns to a position. C is the content of 
the position, U and L are the respective 
contents of the upper and lower bounds 
considered by the subject, and f is a 
linear function.23 (The difference be
tween C and one's own position is our 
positional discrepancy.) 

Assume that the psychological dis
crepancy of a stimulus position S, 

1/Is = rlo ... rp, 

where rs and rp are the subject's ratings 
of the stimulus message and his/her own 
position. respectively. Since f is a linear 

'lOslrom and Upshaw. pp. 217-42. 
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function, 

(s - P) 
"'s-f

U
_ L ' 

Assume further that a moderate position 
M, and an extreme one, E, are both 
greater than P. Finally, suppose that E is 
greater than U, the upper bound pre
viously perceived by the subject. In this 
case, 

"'E(M,E), without re-evaluating "'M' In this 
case, we have, contrary to the above, 

"'M(M)!.) - "'M(M)' 

But since we predicted above 
"'M(E,M) < "'M(M) , this implies that 

"'M(E).f.) < "'M(M)!.)' 

that 

If however, some subjects process the 
information one way, but others process 
it the other way, we should have 

"'M(E,M) < "'M(M,E) < ~(M)' 
Finally, the "mere exposure" literature (M - P) 

"'M(E,M) - f E _ L 

(

M _ P) suggests that repetition of a message may 
< f U _ L - "'M(M), make it seem less discrepant, in which 

case 

where "'M(M) - the psychological discrep
ancy between the subject's initial posi
tion and the position advocated by a 
message with moderate discrepancy, 
given that it is the only message which 
has just been received, and "'M(E,M) - the 
psychological discrepancy of a moderate 
message which is preceded by an 
extreme message. "'E(E) , "'M(M,E), etc., are 
defined analogously. (If both M and E 
are less than P, the proof is analogous.) 

While the presentation of E can raise 
U or lower L, once the subject has been 
exposed to E, M (if between P and E) is 
already within the interval whose end
points are Land U. Hence, the presenta
tion of the moderate view should not 
affect the discrepancy of the extreme 
view and we expect 

"'E(E,M) - "'E(M,E) - "'E(E)' 

Will "'M(M,E) equal "'M(E,M) ? If the subject 
has seen both messages before creating a 
value of "'M or if the subject re-evaluates 
the discrepancy of the first message after 
seeing the second, the order of presenta
tion should make no difference. 

On the other hand, suppose the subject 
(1) receives the moderate message, (2) 
decides on a'" value, "'M(M) , (3) receives 
the extreme message, and (4) decides on 

"'E(E,E) < "'E(E) and "'M(M,M) < "'M(M)' 24 

Above we predicted that the presenta
tion of an extremely discrepant position 
reduces the psychological discrepancy of 
a moderately discrepant position pre
sented later (thereby facilitating attitude 
change) while the presentation of a mod
erately discrepant position has no effect 
on the psychological discrepancy of an 
extreme position. Assuming that mes
sages that are highly discrepant are also 
highly intense, and that prior to the 
receipt of any experimental message a 
subject expects a message which is no 
more than moderately discrepant, this 
prediction is consistent with Miller and 
Burgoon's research on receiver expecta
tions and attitude change.25 They found 

:l4R.B. Zajonc, "Attitudinal Effects or Mere Expo
lure," Joul'l'llJl of Personality and Sot:iaI Psychology, 8 
(1968), 1-27. See allo A.A. HarrilOll, "Mere Expo
lure," in AdllClnus in Ezpenmental Sot:iaI PSYCIuJlon, 
X, ed. L. Berkowitz (New York: Academic Prell, 1977), 
pp. 39-83; and A. Sawyer, "Repedticm, Capitiw: 
Respon~ and Penuuion," in Copiliw R.sponus in 
P.r.nMISIOn, ed. R.E. Petty, T.M.· Ostrom, and T.C. 
Brock (Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum, 1981) pp. 
237-61. ' 

25M.D. Miller and M. Burgoon. "The Relatiolllhip 
between Violations of Expa:tationl and the Induction or 
Resistance to Penualion," Human Communication 
R ... rch, 5 (1979), 301-13. For a Itudy on attitude 
attribution which forma1i_ the notion of expeetanc:y, 
see L.L. Lopes, "A Unified Integration Model for 'Prior 
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Ihal a message which js Jess jmenst: than 
expected racilitated initial altitude 
change. Exposurt~ III an extremeh dis
erepant (highly intense) mt'~sage 
changes the subject's expectation so thill 
a subsequent moderately discrepant 
message is less intense than expected. 
Receipt of a moderate message, however. 
should have less, if any, effect on the 
reaction to a subsequent extreme mes
sage. Such a moderate message is close to 
the subject'S prior expectations, and 
therefore leaves these expectations rela
tively unchanged.26 

The preceding discussion can be sum
marized with the following hypotheses: 

H .4: The psychological discrepancy produced by 
an extreme message will be greater than 
that produced by a moderate one. 

H.5: The presenc."e of an extreme message will 
make a moderate one seem less discrepant 
than it would be alone. 

H.6: The presenc."e of a moderate message will 
have no effect on the psychological discrep
anl)' of an extreme message. 

H.7: The psychological discrepancy of a moder
ate message will be less if presented after an 
cxtreme message than if presented before an 
extreme message. 

H.8: The same message should be less psycholog
ically discrepant if it is given more than 
om'e. 

Summary, We have constructed a 
model which allows for the non-monot
onic effect of positional discrepancy on 
attitude change, It assumes that, other 
things being equal, positional discrep
ancy facilitates attitude change but psy
chological discrepancy inhibits change, It 
also looks at the effects of perspective on 
psychological discrepancy and hence on 
attitude change. By doing so, it allows for 
the possibility that stating a position 

Expectancy and Behavioral Extremity as Determinants 
of Attitude Attribution,''' joumsl of &cperimmtal 
SocisJ Psychology. 8 (1972),156-60. 

»rhis dilCUlRll only pan of Miller and Burgoon's 
predictions. The processes posited by Miller and Bur· 
goon as taking place between their finl and second 
attitude measurements are not relevant to our study, 
since this would require a third IJIeIIII8I: giftn several 
day.latrr. 

\\ t,idJ hr ilself i:- SI' eXlrt'TIlI.: ;t!; to b~ 
rt'le('ted may, nonetheless, facililalt" illli
hldt' f·han~t'. 

METHOIl 

Overview. Subjects were each given a 
form in which various tuition increases 
were advocated. After reading these 
statements, they were asked how (psy
chologically) discrepant the positions 
stated were from their own position, 
what percentage increase in tuition they 
themselves favored, and how often they 
had spoken about the issue in the past 
week and the past year. 

Modemtel:v discrepant (from the sub
ject's own position) messages advocated a 
15 percent increase. Extremely discrep
ant messages advocated at 50 percent 
increase. All su~jects, except for control 
subjects, were exposed to one or tWO such 
messages. 

The choice of the tuition issue was 
based on three criteria. (1) We wanted to 
test for the existence of a non-monotonic 
relationship between amount of discrep
ancy and attitude change induced, To do 
that we needed a situation conducive LO 

producing this effect. This required that 
we choose an issue on which people's 
attitudes were rather resistant to change, 
hence something they really cared about. 
(2) Because we had decided to use a 
post-test only design (to reduce suspi
cion), we wanted an issue about which 
there was a great deal of initial agree
ment. (3) We wanted to use messages 
which specify their own scale value in 
consensual, numerical units. 2~ 

To find which issue met these criteria, 
two undergraduate classes in communi
cation were given questionnaires asking 
their views on twenty-one different 
issues. The one which was clearly rated 

l;Sre Andenon, 1974, p. 50. An additional reason for 
using tuition is that it provides a theoretically continu
ous .mil unbounded scale, which wr \i_ al advan
talllft)UI. 
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most important and most often discussed 
was tuition. In addition, we found a very 
high level of consensus as to how much 
tuition should be increased for the fol
lowing year. Over half of our sample 
(N - 63) favored no tuition increase at 
all (mean - 2.07 percent, standard devi
ation = 3.59 percent). 

To determine the appropriate tuition 
increases for our experimental messages, 
we asked students in an undergraduate 
class (N ... 43) to indicate a percentage 
increase in tuition which was moderately 
discrepant from their own position, an 
increase which was substantially dis
crepant, and one which was extremely 
discrepant. We chose a level (50 percent) 
which was considered extreme by all but 
three persons (7 percent) in our sample. 

Our other message was designed to 
advocate a view considerably more mod
erate than the extreme view but suffi
ciently discrepant from the subject's own 
view that it might seem extreme unless 
presented with a much more extreme 
view. The 15 percent tuition increase 
was essentially the most extreme "mod
erate" view in the class, and it was also 
among the most moderate "extreme" 
views. Hence 15 percent was selected to 
represent a moderate position. 
The Fall Study 

Sample and procedure. Subjects were 
193 students in two undergraduate soci
ology classes at Michigan State Univer
sity. Students spent ten minutes at the 
beginning of a class period completing 
questionnaires. Different forms were 
systematically interspersed before distri
bution. Subjects were told not to look at 
each other's forms and were to refrain 
from talking while the forms were being 
filled out. The forms looked identical 
from the cover sheet, but the students 
were told that in fact the forms were not 
identical. 

Manipulating position advocated. 
There were four conditions of tuition 

increase advocated in this experiment: 
(1) 15 percent advocated by the first 
person, and 50 percent advocated by the 
second (15 percent/50 percent); (2) 50 
percent/15 percent; .(3) only one mes
sage, advocating a 15 percent increase; 
(4) one message, advocating 50 percent.28 

In addition, there was a control condi
tion. The messages were attributed to 
people identified only as "T.L." and 
"F.G." Where change was advocated, 
T.L., the first person, gave the following 
statement: 

In deciding on tuition levels at our state colleges 
and universities, we should keep in mind the 
following considerations. First, our institutions of 
higher education have for a number of years 
lacked sufficient funds to maintain high quality 
libraries and other educational facilities. Second, 
inRation makes it necessary to increase tuition just 
to stay even with increasing expenses. Third, 
students currently pay only a small Craction of the 
cost of their education through tuition. The state 
financial position makes it difficult to maintain 
such a high level of contribution to each student's 
education. On the other hand, we don't wish to 
excessively burden students and their families. I 
believe that the tuition at all state colleges and 
universities should be increased __ % next 
fall. 

Where there was a second message 
from F.G., it stated: 

Like T.L., I believe that we should set a tuition 
rate which takes into account the needs of quality 
higher education and the needs of our college 
students and their families. However, I think that 
T.L. has not balanced those needs in a fair and 
reasonable manner. I think that tuition at every 

:IIIln addition to these four amditions, there were four 
parallel conditions in the failltudy, in which supportive 
arguments were omitted. 'I'hese condition. will not be 
disc:uSKd in the text. Results from these amciitions 
provide partiailUPport to our hypotheses CIOI1Ca1Iing the 
relation of psychological dilCl'epancy to poIirional dis
crepancy. In addition, we find that JDeII8FI with 
supportive arguments are less psycho1ogialUy discrep
ant than the same JDeIIIIFI without IUpportive argu
ments. Some of these non-argument amdition. produced 
attitude change in the direction opposite from that 
advocated in the 1IIeIIIIF. Thil il inamlistent with both 
the linear balance and psychological diserepancy mod
els. Results for these conditions may be obtained from 
the authors. 
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university and collegl: that is state-supported 
should be increased ___ 'Yo for Ihe 1980-1981 
;t('ademic- year. 

Dependent van'ables and their mea
surements. One of our major dependent 
variables, psychological discrepancy 
from position advocated, was measured 
as follows. On the page following the 
views of T.L. (and F.G., if there were 
two positions stated), the form stated (in 
pan): 

Now we want you to indicate how dijJerent I:L.·s 
view is from your own. If T.L. 's view is not 
different from yours, write 0 (zero). If T.L. '5 view 
is modnalely different from yours, write 100. If 
you think the difference between your view and 
T.L.'s is twice as much as a moderate difference, 
rate it as a 200. If you think the difference ... is 
half as much as a moderate difference, rate it as 
50. While 0 is the lowest number you can use, 
there is no "highest number." 

If there was also a view stated by F.G., 
subjects were asked to evaluate that posi
tion using the same procedure. 

Next on the form was the measure of 
the subject's own position. To measure 
the subject's own attitude on tuition, the 
subject was asked "What is your opin
ion? That is, what percent do you think 
tuition at public institutions of higher 
education should be increased next 
year?" Finally, the form asked how often 
the subject had discussed the issue in the 
last year and in the last week. 

The Spring Study 

This was performed six months later 
(N = 114) but followed procedures iden
tical to those in the fall study described 
above. The differences were that two 
conditions which had previously been 
missing (15 percent/IS percent and 50 
percent/50 percent) were added.29 For 
the 15 percent/IS percent and 50 per
cent/50 percent conditions, the second 
and third sentences of the message from 

Ztln the spring study, subjects were uked ir they had 
previously heard «the study. 1'hoIe three who had wen: 
diminated rrom the analysis. 

.'.(,. (the second message) were modified 
t.o read 

. . Ilhink that T.L. has balanced those needs in a 
fair and reasonable manner. I also think thaI. . 

RESULTS 

Before doing any other analysis on the 
fall data, we searched for the transfor
mation which would minimize the het
eroscedasticity of each of our endogenous 
variables. For P (the tuition increase 
advocated), this was In(P). For !/I, it was 
In('" + 11.5).30 When the spring data 

:oM,.. teslS requin: that lhe population variables of 
interest be nonna1ly distributed and homoiIcaIastic 
across amditioos. Whenever these two a.umptions an: 
not met, the data should be tralllformed 10 apprmrimate 
these a.wnpUons prior 10 any other analysis. If the 
populations are substantially heterosc:edastic with 
respect 10 a variable, the distribution of the F statistic 
and h_ the p level may be misleadins. See J.E.K. 
Smith, "Data TranJl'onnations in Analysis of Vari
ance," Journal 0/ Verbal L.arning dIId Vnbal BMtJlJiDr, 
15 (1976), 339""'6; G.E.P. Box and D.R. Cox, "An 
Analysis of TrlllllformauOlls," J0urPl41 0/ the Rayal 
Stalistical Soa.ty, Series B, 26 (1964). 211-43; J.B. 
Kruskal, "Special Problems of Statistic:a1 Analysis: 
Transformations of Data," in IntllrnationtU EncyclDpll. 
dis 0/ thll Sociol Sciences, ed. D.L. Sills (New York: 
Macmillan and Free Prea, 1968), IS, pp. 182-93; F. 
Mosteller and J. W. Tukey, Data AlUIlysU and Regrlls, 
lion (Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1977); S. Lein
hardt and S.S. WUIerJJWI, "ExpioralOry Data Analy
sis," in Sociological Mllthodology '979, ed. K.F. 
Sc:hueuler (San FrancilCO: Jossey-Bus, 1978), pp. 311-
65; and C.L. Bauer and E.L. Fink, "Fining Equations 
with Power Tr8lllformations: Examining Variables 
with Error," in Communication Y8IJrlJooAo 7. ed. R.N 
Bostrom (Beverly Hills. CA: Sage, 1983). 

for the tuition increase advocated by the subject, Ihe 
fall study had a ratio of maximum variance 10 minimum 
variance equal 10 3.7, with Cochran's C - .245, 
P •. 004, clearly forcilll us to reject the null hypothesis 
of hCllDOlCedasticity. A number of power transforma
lionl wen: tried along with the Ioprithmic. The Iopr
ithmic transfonnation was chosen becallR it was as 
effective as any or the othen in reducing hetmllCedastic
ily and because such a function is more suitable on 
theoretic:a.l grounds. With the transformation, the ratio 
of maximum variance 10 minimum variance is 1.41 and 
Cochran's C is reduced 10 .13, P - 1.00; thus, the data 
now appear homoBa:dastic. 

For ." on the fint 1IlesI8F, the unlransrormed. data 
had a ratio of maximum variance 10 minimum variance 
equal tel 1,456, Cochran's r: - .277. fJ - .002. We 
found, however. thaI none of lhe tranaformauons 
described above created data which appeared hOlllOlla:
dastie. For the log tnnBformation. ror example. the ratio 
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TABLE 1 

MEAN (AND STANDARD E1I.I.OR) PERCENT TumON INCREASE ADVOCATED BY SUBJECTS BY PosmON(S) 
ADVOCATED IN MESSAGE(S) AND BY STUDy" 

Position(s) Combining 
Advocated Both Studictf Fall Study Spring Study 
inMesuge (1) (2) (3) 

ConU"Olb -.79 -.5615 -1.0567 
(.7191) (.8050) 

15~ -.04 -.5943 .7773 
(.6683) (.5866) 

~ .51 .3731 .6672 
(.7097) (.7544) 

15~/5O'IIo .54 -.0701 1.3139 
(.7297) (.6290) 

~115'110 1.00 .4445 1.8043 
(.5881) (.4500) 

15~/15'11o 1.3757 
(.5917) 

~/SO'llo -.4428 
(.6325) 

~ransfonned dala: If lubject recommenckd an increale of X percent this was transfonned to In (X) for X > 0, In 
(.01) for X - O. Sample size is between 33 and 39 per eell, mlumn 1; 18-23 per cell, mlumn 2; 15-17 per tell, mlumn 
3. 
'7he amtrol group received no 1ftCIIaIC. 
"Standard erron are not provided for mlumn 1 because they will not be relevant to the analysil. These standard 
erron are inflated by differences between terml. The analysiltakes term into aa:ount. 

were gathered, we used the same trans
formations, for the sake of oomparabili
ty. All analyses use these transformed 
values unless otherwise stated. The 
results of the two studies are presented in 
Tables 1 and 2. 

of maximum variance to minimum variance equa1ed 
27.9. To further reduee hetercllCledaltity, we tried 
In(x + k), for many different values of k. We found that 
the ratio of maximum variance to minimum variance 
reached a minimum value of 9.87 when k - 11.5; for 
thistranlformation, Cochran'l C - .2172, P - .08. If 
heter'Olc:edasticity has not been totally eliminated, it has 
been substantially reduced. 

For '" of the _d fI1CIIIII8C, the untransformed data 
had a ratio of maximum variance to minimum variance 
equal to 198, Cochran's C - .66,p - O. For ClOIDparabil
ity, we UIed the same tralllformation as used for '" of the 
fint fI1CIIIII8C. In this case, the data appear hClllllJKeda.. 
tic, a& the ratio of maximum variance to minimum 
varianee equaled 1.45, Cochran's C - .29, P - .77. In 
the Ipring Itudy, the transformation had a very similar 
efl"ect in reducing the substantial heterolCedasticity of 
the untranlformed data. 

In general, heteroscedasticity and skewness go 
together and this il also the case with these data. In the 
combined untransformed data for the two studies, our 
three dependent measures had skewnCII values ranging 
from 5.1 to 6.2. By amtrast, the skewness values of our 
transformed variables range between 0.6 and 0.8 (ignor
ing the sign). 

The two studies oontain five oondi
tions in oommon-the four oonditions 
appearing in the fall study, and the 
oontrol oondition. From examining the 
data, we find that in most of the oondi
tions, subjects in the spring study reoom
mended a greater tuition increase and 
found a given increase reoommended by 
T. L. or F. G. less psychologically dis
crepant. This can readily be attributed to 
history. When the fall data were gath
ered, the annual inflation rate was 11 %. 
When the spring data were gathered, the 
inflation rate had risen to 18% and was 
receiving much media attention. 

A two-way (message oondition x 
study) ANOVA was performed on P. 
The main effect of study (term) on P had 
F (1, 169) - 3.45, P - .07. The effect of 
study on '" of the 15 percent message 
had F (1,108) .. 1.57, P > .10; its effect 
on '" of the 50 percent message had F 
(1,106) - 23.32, P < .001. While the 
rank ordering of the five oommon oondi
tions for the two terms shown in Table 1 
is not identical, the interaction effect in 
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MKAN (ANII ST!~NnARD ERROR) PIIH:HUI.uGI<:AI. nISC:II.t;p,\NC;II"~ OF P(I.'IITIO!'('~I :\IlV;M·'·I·~.J: It

MESM<.a:\SI. B\' POSl'nOll(IS) AJ)VIlC::ATf.n AND 8Y 8'1'l'I1\" 

Cnmbining 
Bulh Sludir.~· t':ul'ilu,h 

= ~ I 

Sprmg Sl:jd~· 
(~, 

POIition(s) 
Advocated 

in Message(s) 
Dis.".epanc~· of 

15'1\. 50% 
Ois"rf'l"m",,' of Di5('repanl~y "I 

,;% 5/!% 1~% -;U% 

15'110/50'11. 

50'11.!15'110 

1 5'110/1 S'llob 

50'11./50'11.b 

5.02 

4.61 

4.20 

5.36 

5.47 

518 

~.I054 

i IJIIM\j 

4.8016 
i .2835) 
4.1954 
( .2254) 

~.5460 

( .2353) 
u.2540 
( .2686) 
, .. 1426 
; .1585) 

---_ ... _ ... _-_.-
·U~q73 

(.1(191; 

4.3494 
( .2589) 
4.1953 
(.1849) 
4.3709 
i .2441) 

;.1436 
I 2377) 
4.4404 
( .2123) 
4.9368 
.: .lh35) 

S.5414 
( .3735) 

'l'ranll'ormed data: If subject's raponse Willi X, this Willi trusf'ormed to In(X + 11.5), Raw IICXJIeS ,reater than 
10,000 were lim converted to 10,000. In conditions in which the subjects rea:ived.two mesuges, the same subjects 
are represented in the paired adjacent columns. Sample size is 36-39 per cell, coIumn I; 19-23 per cell, column 2; 
16-17 per cell, column 3. 
"For these oonditions, the data an: billed on the dilc:repancy ratilll of the lint of the two 1IleIIIIIIIPS. In both oonciitions 
however, the mean ratilll of the second mnIIIF is within .08 of the mean ratiDl of the lint rneuage. 
'Standard errors an: not provided for column I since they wiD not be relevant to the analysis, These standard errors 
an: inflated by difFerences between terms. The analysis taka term into account. 

our two-way ANOVA has F (4,169) = 
.75, P - .56. Hence, in testing our 
models, main effects due to history will 
be taken into account by adding the 
dichotomous variable "study (term)" at 
the theoretically appropriate place in the 
equations. The absence of a statistically 
significant interaction effect of message 
condition x study (term) allows us to 
combine these data to increase the sam
ple size per cell, without any belief that 
the pattern of means differs systemati
cally due to the term in which the data 
were gathered. 

The Simple Linear Balance Model 

This model does not deal with psycho
logical discrepancy. It does, however, 
make several very clear predictions 
regarding the relative effectiveness of 
various messages and message combina
tions. 

From the fact that the pilot study 

found the mean tuItion increase advo
cated to be 2.07 percent, and from hy
potheses 1 A and 2 above, we predict that 
the control condition will show the low
est mean tuition increase recommenda
tion and that the 50 percent condition 
will show a higher mean recommenda
tion than the 15 percent condition. 
Examining Table 1, column 1 we see 
that this prediction is supported by the 
combined data. 

Hypothesis 1 B is a conditional 
hypothesis; it is applicable only if the 
position advocated in a second message 
(S2) is more extreme than the subject's 
position adopted. after the first message 
(PI)' To determine if this condition is 
met, we must place the stimuli (S) and 
responses (P) on (:omparable scales. 
Because the responses have been trans
formed logarithmically, we must do the 
same for our stimuli. When we do so, we 
note that the 15 percent message advo-
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cates a position which is clearly greater 
than the mean response given for either 
the 15 percent or 50 percent condition (In 
[15] - 2.71; 15 percent mean - -.04; 
50 percent mean - .51). Thus, hypothe
sis 1 B implies that the 15 percent/50 
percent and 50 percent/IS percent con
dition will each be more effective than 
the 50 percent or 15 percent condition 
alone. Finally, if we assume that the first 
message, being longer and containing 
more supportive arguments, has more 
weight than the second message, hypoth
esis 3 implies that the 50 percent/IS 
percent message will be more effective 
than the 15 percent/50 percent. Com
bining hypotheses lA, IB, 2, and 3, we 
expect the conditions to be ordered as 
follows, from least to most effective: con
trol; 15 percent; 50 percent; 15 percent/ 
50 percent; 50 percent/IS percent. From 
Table 1, column 1 we see that the means 
are ordered precisely as predicted for the 
combined data. To evaluate this statisti
cally, we examine the linear trend of 
these conditions. We find the unique 
linear term to have t (174) ... 2.73 
(p _ .004, one-tailed).31 

Examining the two conditions for 
which we have data only for the spring 
term, we have mixed results. By hypoth
esis 1 B, the 15 percent/IS percent mes
sage should be more effective than the 15 
percent message alone. By hypothesis 2, 
the 50 percent/IS percent message 
should be more effective than the 15 
percent/IS percent. The results tend to 
support these predictions, but fail to be 
statistically significant. 

l'This ANOVA w. a one-way analysis, ignoring the 
effects or term. It w. not pDIIible to take term into 
amJUnt adequately with ANOVA. We are confident 
that this did not create spurious results ror two reasons. 
Fint, term w. uncorrelated with IIICSIaF condition. 
Second, the ract that term had an effect should have 
increased the within cell variance. Hence, this analysis is 
overly conllCl'Vative. Note that the differential weight 
notion is not sipifiC8Ddy supponed by the analysis or 
equations (7) and (8) reponed below. In other words, 
these ANOV A results are a runction or different ." 
values rather than different values or model ooeffic:ients. 

We also have some results which con
tradict the model. By hypotheses 1 Band 
2, the 50 percent/50 percent condition 
should show the greatest attitude change. 
Looking at Table 1, however, we see 
that, for the spring data, the 50 percent/ 
50 percent condition has a lower mean 
tuition increase than do most other con
ditions, and the difference between this 
condition and the 50 percent/IS percent 
condition is significant (t [31] - 2.9, 
P < .01). 
The Psychological-Discrepancy
Discounting Model 

We shall first examine the effects of 
our exogenous variables on psychological 
discrepancy . 

Testing hypothesis 4 (Table 2), we 
find that the 50 percent message is signif
icantly more discrepant than the 15 per
cent message (t [70] "" 1.88, P - .03, 
one-tailed). 

H.S predicts that the presence of the 
50 percent message would make the 15 
percent message seem less discrepant 
than it would be by itself. From Table 2, 
we see that the 15 percent message is 
more psychologically discrepant by itself 
than in either the 15 percent/50 percent 
or the 50 percent/IS percent condition. 
A two-way condition by term ANOV A 
on those conditions shows a significant 
effect of condition, F (2,108) - 7.84, P -
.00t. 

H.6 predicts that the presence or 
absence of a 15 percent message will 
have no effect on the discrepancy of the 
50 percent message. (This, in turn, 
implies that the message order has no 
effect on the discrepancy of that mes
sage.) An analysis of variance was per
formed to see if 1/Iso varied across the 50 
percent, t 5 percent/50 percent and 50 
percent/IS percent conditions; the dif
ferences were not statistically signifi
cant. 

H.7 predicts that 1/IIS(SO,1S) < 1/115(15,50)' 

Table 2 shows that the results are as 



predicted, t (72) ..... 1.6~, P = .. 05. one
tailed. 

H.8 predicts that repetition of a mes
sage makes that message seem less dis
crepant. The results in Table 2 give 
partial support to that hypothesis. We 
see that 1/I,SUS,IS) < 1/1'5(15)' t (31) = l. 93, 
P "" .03, one-tailed. While Table 2 shows 
1/150(50,50) > 1/150(50), this difference is not 
statistically significant (P > .20). 

We now test equations (3) and (4), 
which use 1/1 as well as the position of the 
stimulus message, S, to predict attitude 
change. To do so. we must make an 
explicit assumption as to 11(1/1), the func
tion which discounts the weight. We will 
assume that 11(1/1) = e-'Y(.+k), with k 
estimated as 11.5. 12 Thus, equation (1) 
can be expressed as: 

PI = bl + b2 T + blSI. (5) 

and equation (3) can be expressed as: 

P '"" B,(B2 + B. T) + S,eB,(~+I1.~) 
1 B, + eB,(~+,I.S) (6) 

where B, is the estimate of wo/w .. the 
weight of the initial position (Po) divided 
by the weight of message, and 

B2 + B. is the estimate of Po 

forfall, 1979, 

B2 + 2B4 is the estimate of Po 

for spring, J 980, 

B] = -'Y 

T = { 1 for fall 
2 for spring, 

and PI' S, and 1/1 are untransformed 
scores. 

Din the applications or the nonlinear model to rollow, 
we neal to "align" ~(I/I) with PI by empirically deter
minins their relative oriain •. ThuI, the empiric:a1 equa
tion relatilll 1/1 to ~(I/I) is ~(I/I) - e-'l'lf+". The value or k 
is estimated as 11.5 rrom our investigation or transfor
mations or 1/1. See note 30 above. See Mosteller and 
Tukey, ch •. 4 and 5, and R.L. Hamblin, "Social Atti
tudes: Mapi'ude Measurement and Theory," in MtIG
mranmt in tIut Social Scimctts, ed. H.M. Blalock, Jr. 
(Chic:qo: Aldine, 1974), pp. 61-120, ror dilrerent meth
ods or estimating k. 

.. 'ht' model was also tested on all o\" the 
double-message mnditions. '"\!io before, 
wt' started with a three-parameter linear 
model whi(~h assumed that the two mes
sages wert' weighted equally We looked 
al the increment in explained variance 
from adding a parameter by going to a 
nonlinear model. Th~ linear halam:e 
model tested wac;: 

P:: = b, + b2S1 ...... b2S2 +- b, T. (7) 

The psychological-discrepancy-dis
counting model tested was: 

(B1(82 + 84T) + SleB,(~" + 1i.~11 
+ S2eB'(~.-11.51 

(8) 
As can be seen in Table 3, the nonli

near model for the single message condi
tions significantly increases the variance 
explained by the linear model from 7 
percent to 13 percent.]] Table 5 contains 
the parameter estimates from the psy
chological-discrepancy -discoun ting 
equations. 

As can be seen in Table 4, the nonli
near model greatly added to the 
explained variance for the double mes
sages. The linear balance version 
explains 6 percent of the variance; the 

'~hr F statistic reported assumes. of course, homo
scedasticity and nonnality or (population) residuals. For 
our models, no single lest or residuals is adequate. 
However, we have examined scatterplots or the residuals 
and the skewness or the residual. rrom the nonlinear 
models. There does not seem to be any serious violation 
or the statistical assumptions. 

Thr approach taken to model evaluation here is 
consistent with that sugested by C.A. Lavr and J.G. 
Mareh, .1n inlroduC'litm 10 Motk/l in lhr SociBJ Scimcf's 
(New York: Harper &: Row, 1975), pp. 58-61. We are 
tomparins the psyehological-discrepaney-dilOOllnting 
model not apinlt a null hypothesis or "no relation," but 
apinst a plausible competitor, the linear balance model. 
Others have round support ror the linear model; see notr 
21. None to our knowledge have contraSted the linear 
mode1 with our nonlinear one. Thi. is because other 
studies have DOl attempted to measure JIIycholCJlicaI 
discrepancy directly. Thus. our Itati.tic:a1 telt is conser
vative, since wr require our nonlinear model to be an 
improvement on the plausible linear one, rather than an 
improvement on an implaulible model or "no relation." 
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TABLE 3 

ANALYSIS OF LlME.Aa &ALAMCE (EQuATION 5) AND PsYcHOLOGlCAL-DI8CUPANCY-DISCOUNTING 
(EQUATION 6) MODELS, FOR SlNGLI. MBSSAGE CONDmONs" 

Sum or Squares de MS F P 

ToW 2005.79 71 
Explaiacd by LiDaU" Balance Model 143.97 2 71.99 2.67 <.10 
Unexplainal by Linear Balance Model 1861.82 69 26.98 
Increment Explained. by 

Psyc:hoIogieaI-DilCftpanc:y-DilCOUnting Model 
(Nonlinear) 114.86 1 114.86 4.47 <.05 

Unexplained 1746.97 68 25.69 

'Untransfonned variables. Term of study included. See equationl (5) and (6). 

psychological-discrepancy-discounting 
version increases the explained variance 
to 29 percent. 

Aside from testing whether a nonli
near model added significantly to the 
explained variance, we also considered 
the possibility that the first and second 
messages, because of their different 
lengths, had different weights. First we 
tested linear models in which the two 
messages were used separately as predic
tors. The inclusion of the additional 
parameter made no significant incre
ment to the explained variance (F [1, 
102] - 0.67). [n addition, we allowed 
- 'Y, the coefficient of I/!, to differ for the 
first and second messages, which, in 
effect, allows the two messages to have 
unequal weight. This added a fifth 
parameter to the nonlinear model. While 
adopting the nonlinear four-parameter 
model had made a tremendous difference 
in explained variance, the addition of a 

parameter reflecting differential weight 
leads to no significant increment in 
explained variance, F (1, 101) - 2.13. 

Not only does the inclusion of I/! signif
icantly increase the explained variance, 
but the results support the theory in 
several other ways. 

First, as stated earlier, B2 + B4 is the 
estimator of the fall-term value of Po, the 
subject's initial position, and B2 + 2B4 is 
the estimator of Po for the spring. Com
paring these predicted values with the 
actual value of the control condition, we 
find them quite close, especially given 
the standard errors for each statistic, and 
the fact that all three estimates of Po for 
each term are entirely independent. See 
Table 6. 

In addition, BJ , the estimate of -'Y, is 
negative. This confirms the model's 
claim that higher values of I/! lead to less 
attitude change. Moreover, the fact that 
B, is positive indicates that, controlling 

TABLE 4 

ANALYSIS OF LINEAR &ALAMCE (EQUATION 7) AND PsYCHOLOGICAL-DI8CUPANCY-DISCOUNTING 
(EQuATION 8) MODELS, FOR DouBLE MBSSAGE CONDmONS' 

Sum or Squares df MS F P 
Total 3991.35 105 
Explained by LiDaU" Balance Model 231.59 2 115.79 3.17 .046 
Unexplained by Li_ Balance Model 3759.75 103 36.50 
Increment Explained by 

Psychologica1-DilCftpanc:y-Dismuntilll Model 
(Nonlinear) 924.16 I 924.16 33.24 .001 

Unexplained 2835.59 102 27.80 

"Unlransfonned variables. Term or Iludy included. See equations (7) and (8). 
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T!\BLE II 

A COMPAJUSON OF EsTIMATES OF SUBJECTS' 
INITIAL PosmON (PO) FROM 

PsYCHOLOGICAL-DISCREPANCY-DlSCoUN'rIN(; 
MODEL, AND FROM CONTROL GROUPS, BY TERM 

Term 

Source Fall, 1979 Spring, 1980 

Control Group 4.12 3.97 

Single Message 
Nonlinear Equation :US 3.28 

Double Message 
Nonlinear Equation HI 4.65 

for !/t, greater positional discrepancy 
leads to more attitude change. The anal
ysis was done so as to guarantee that BI 
and B3 would have the appropriate signs, 
provided a local minimum to the sum of 
squares existed in those ranges. 34 The 
fact that such a local minimum exists 
provides partial support for the model. 
Finally, the model is supported to the 

'''In Ihe particular analysis reported here. thr esti· 
males of the parameten were specified to rail within 
cenain values. While these bound. do, to IOIIIC: degree, 
determine the solution reached, it should be noted that ir 
there were no local minimum within those ranges, the 
procedure would not have achieved solution. Tolerance 
limits on the parameter and on the lum or squares 
(unCiion were lei al Ihe value of 5 x 10-~. For a 
discussion or problems associated with nonlinear regres
sion analysis, see S.L. Meyer, DaIa Analysisfor Seien
listJ and Enginem (New York: Wiley, 1975), especially 
pp. 399-400; J.V. Beck and K.J. Arnold, Parameter 
A"slimation in Engineering and Science (New York: 
Wiley, 1977); and C. Daniel and F.S. Wood. Filling 
Eqlllll;.ms to Data (New York: Wiley. 1980). 

extent that the parameters estimated in 
the double message conditions are close 
to those found in the single message 
mnditions. While these estimates are not 
identical, neither are they very different; 
thref' of the four pairs of parameter 
estimates do not significantly differ. 

DISCUSSION 

We proposed a model which accounts 
for the non-monotonic effect of message 
discrepancy on attitude change, which 
systematically related both psychological 
discrepancy and positional discrepancy 
to such change, and which deals with the 
effect of multiple messages. We con
trasted this model with the linear bal
ance model, which did not take psycho
logical discrepancies into ac.:count. An 
especially interesting prediction was that 
a message which was so extreme as to be 
quite ineffective might, in mncert with a 
less extreme message, be more effective 
than would two less extreme messages. 

The results have nm fully demon
strated that particular phenomenon in 
that the 50 percent message was more 
effective than expected. While subjects 
who were asked to think of an extremely 
discrepant position chose a 50 percent 
increasf', to those who were actually 
exposed to that position, it apparently 
did not seem quite so ext remf'. 

While our complete set of predictions 
(:oncerning the 50 percent message were 
not supported, the results ha"e supported 
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some more general principles from 
which the interesting prediction men
tioned above can be derived: 

(1) Other things bf;ing equal, greater 
psychological discrepancy is associated 
with less acceptance of a message; (2) the 
psychological discrepancy of a message is 
influenced by the surrounding messages, 
and in the manner predicted by the 
model. Moreover, the particular form of 
the psychological-discrepancy model we 
have proposed performed rather well. 

The fact that psychological discrep
ancy can be manipulated by using other 
messages is very useful for establishing 
the utility of this model. Otherwise, it 
would be possible to claim that while 
including psychological discrepancy in 
our model has increased the explained 
variance, this is because different values 
of psychological discrepancy, in the same 
experimental condition, reflect nothing 
more than individual differences. In 
other words, those who initially accept a 
tuition increase (have higher values of 
Po) or are easier to influence will have 
lower psychological discrepancies for the 
same message and will recommend 
greater tuition increases. Comparing the 
condition in which the moderate message 
precedes the extreme message with the 
condition in which the order was 
reversed shows, however, that psycho
logical discrepancy can be manipulated 
and that changing psychological discrep
ancy has consequences for the amount of 
attitude change caused by a given mes
sage. The fact that the psychological 
discrepancy of the moderate message is 
less when the extreme message precedes 
the moderate message than vice versa 
helps explain the greater attitude change 
in the former condition. The linear bal
ance model, however, cannot explain this 
finding. To explain this by using that 
model requires assuming the first mes
sage to have more weight than the sec
ond, an assumption inconsistent with our 
results. 

Two issues cannot be resolved by the 
present study. The first, a mechanism 
explaining the discounting function, 
needs to be explicated and tested. Dis
counting may be due to less attention 
being paid to more discrepant messages, 
or to active resistance to them.35 An 
investigation of this issue seems a signifi
cant next step. 

Second, one may question the causal 
ordering of the position of the stimulus 
message, the psychological discrepancy it 
induces, and the position adopted by the 
recipient of the message. We have 
assumed changes in psychological dis
crepancy are causally prior to attitude 
change. This may not be the case. For 
example, subjects may read our message, 
establish their own position, and then 
evaluate the psychological discrepancy of 
the message. While this seems unlikely, 
this possibility needs to be experimen
tally evaluated.36 

Aside from trying to refine the model 
presented herein as indicated above, we 
see three major directions for research in 
this area which we have begun. One is to 
place discrepant messages into an ex
plicitly multi-dimensional framework, 
trying to ascertain more fully the rela
tionship between the configuration of 
concepts and the force generated by mes
sages invoking these concepts.37 Another 
is to measure attitudes at many different 
points in time, thus learning more about 
the internal cognitive forces which oper
ate after the receipt of a message and 
about the trajectory of the attitude 

J~Cf. Anderson, 1974, pp. 69-71. 
"We have attempted to test this using a nonrec:unive 

causal model and some of the data reported above. The 
resulls show a substantial ru:ptive eft'c:ct of t/I on PI, but 
essentially no eft'c:ct of PI on t/I. However, the nonrecur
sive model tested is not directly comparable with our 
ps~chological-discrepanc:y-dilCOunting model. 

7See Woelfel and Fink; S.A. Kaplowitz and E.L. 
Fink, "Attitude Change and Altitudinal Trajectories: A 
Dynamic: Multidimensional Theory," in Communica
tion YearbooA: 6, ed. M. Burgoon (Beverly Hill., CA: 
Sage. 1982), pp. 364-94. 
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change. '" Third is to carry out field 
experiments testing some of these 
ideas.J

'! 

lISee S.A. Kaplowitz, E.L. Fink, and C.L. Bauer, "A 
Dynamic Model of the Effect of Discrepant Information 
on Unidimensional Attitude Change," Bllhavioral 
Scillnell, 28 (1983), 233-50. 

"See G.A. Armstrong, C.L. Bauer, E.L. Fink, and 
SA Kaplowitz, ''The Persistence of Attitude Change 
Induced by Varying Level. of Message Discrepancy," 
annual amrerenc:e of the IntemationaJ Communication 
Association, May, 1981, Minneapolil; and Kaplowitz, 
Fink. and Bauer. 

While the study oi the discrepancy of 
messages and their impact upon the 
receiver has a long history in the rhetori
cdl domain of our field,40 the study of this 
topk aided by mathematical models is 
relatively new. Assuming our psycholog
ical-discrepancy-discounting model to be 
l.'OrrQCt, we hope that our colleagues will 
not find it so discrepant thai thev will 
discount it. 

"'Ser, e.g., j.8. Mill, Aul.obwgraph'Y (London: Long
mans Green. 1908), p. 168. 
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